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Capital Market News 

 

Stocks fall amid profit-booking 

Most stocks listed with the Dhaka 

bourse witnessed corrections 

yesterday but bank stocks were the 

exception. DSEX, the benchmark 

index of the Dhaka Stock Exchange 

(DSE), fell 58.8 points, or 0.99 per 

cent, to 5,850. 

Investors went for booking profit as 

stocks had been rising for the last few 

days, according to a broker. "When the 

market goes up for a stretch, then it is 

normal to witness some corrections," 

he said. The banking sector will soon 

announce dividends since their 

financial year ends in December. So, 

the demand for lenders' stocks rose 

despite the market correction, the 

broker added. 

Among the listed 30 banks, 24 

advanced, three fell and three 

remained the same. But in the overall 

market, 63 per cent of all stocks with 

the DSE witnessed a decline. "The 

index was on the verge of exceeding 

the 6,000-point level so some 

investors sold off their shares while 

others bought them," a merchant 

banker said. As a result, market 

turnover was higher despite the falling 

trend in the index, he said, adding that 

there were many buyers when a 

tremendous pressure to sell came. 

Turnover, an important indicator of 

the market, rose 15.16 per cent to Tk 

2,384 crore. 

After a consecutive 14 days' rally, 

Robi Axiata stocks fell yesterday. 

Among 369 traded stocks, 72 

advanced, 231 dropped and 56 

remained same yesterday at the DSE. 

City Bank topped the gainers' list, 

increasing 9.50 per cent followed by 

Titas Gas, National Bank, Sonali 

Aansh Industries and Summit Alliance 

Port. 

Robi Axiata was the most traded 

stock, with Tk 281 crore worth of 

stocks changing hands followed by 

Beximco, LankaBangla Finance, 

Summit Power and Beximco 

Pharmaceuticals. Jute Spinners shed 

the most, falling 9.99 per cent 

followed by Beximco, CAPM IBBL 

Mutual Fund, Alif Manufacturing and 

Imam Button. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business

/news/stocks-fall-amid-profit-

booking-2029673 

BSEC to sign market-dev deal with 

LSE 

The Bangladesh Securities and 

Exchange Commission may sign an 

agreement with the London Stock 

Exchange to improve the country’s 

capital market and pull foreign 

investments to the market. The 

commission made the move in a 

meeting with British high 

commissioner Robert Chatterton 

Dickson during the envoy’s visit to the 

commission on Sunday, BSEC 

officials said. 

They said that the envoy discussed 

strengthening the Bangladesh stock 

market through collaboration with the 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/stocks-fall-amid-profit-booking-2029673
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/stocks-fall-amid-profit-booking-2029673
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LSE. BSEC chairman Shibli Rubayat-

Ul-Islam told New Age that the British 

high commissioner met the BSEC top 

brass to establish collaboration 

between the Bangladesh stock market 

and the LSE. He said that the 

agreement might raise the standards of 

the country’s capital market to the 

international standards. Shibli also 

said that the BSEC might draw 

attention of foreign investors to the 

market through the deal with the LSE. 

https://www.newagebd.net/article/12

7502/bsec-to-sign-market-dev-deal-

with-lse 

IPO bids to come under a tighter 

range 

In a bid to check manipulation, the 

securities regulator is going to bar 

institutional investors from bidding 

beyond 20% higher or lower than the 

fair value of primary shares. The 

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange 

Commission (BSEC) has moved to 

reform the book building process 

following several instances of 

irresponsible bids by institutional 

investors. The commission has 

noticed unbelievably big gaps 

between prices offered by the highest 

and the lowest bidders in the book 

building system. 

There are allegations that many 

institutional investors do not follow 

the regulations while evaluating the 

shares of companies willing to go 

public. 

As a result, their actual cut-off price is 

not determined, and the recent issues 

bear testimony to that. Recently, stock 

market experts have pushed for 

upgrading the bidding process in the 

interest of investors.   According to 

sources, the BSEC would introduce 

the fair value method for 

benchmarking the price of primary 

shares in the book building process. 

In this system, institutional investors 

initially set the reference price and 

general investors follow that to 

subscribe for new shares, which 

include premium over face value. The 

simple average of net asset value and 

the value obtained by the earnings 

yield method would be the fair value 

of the offered shares. To find out the 

value in the yield method, bidders 

have to divide a company's expected 

rate of earnings by its actual rate of 

earnings and then multiply the 

outcome by paid-up value. 

The normal rate of earnings will have 

to be at least 10% of the paid-up value. 

On the other hand, to calculate the 

expected rate of earnings, bidders 

have to divide the five-year average of 

profit after taxes by the paid-up share 

capital, including share premium, and 

then multiply the figure by 100. 

Sources also said companies must 

exclude fictitious assets, bad debts, 

preference shareholders' claims, and 

proposed dividends while calculating 

their net asset value. 

Whatever the fair value comes out, no 

bid can be 20% higher or lower than it. 

The commission has already imposed 

restrictions on institutional investors 

who bade 100% higher than the cut-

off prices in the last five initial public 

offerings in the book building method, 

said Dr Shaikh Shamsuddin Ahmed, a 

commissioner of the BSEC. 

Market insiders said general investors 

do not get proper valuations in IPOs in 

the book building method due to 

overstated biddings. Besides, general 

investors are being deprived of the 

actual valuation of the primary shares, 

they added.  There are allegations that 

institutional investors manipulate 

bidding prices in connivance with 

issuers. 

Usually, every institutional investor 

takes part in biddings after analysing 

the financial statements, business 

policy, future growth, management 

governance, and overall condition of 

issues. As per the rules, institutional 

investors have to form a bidding 

recommendation committee 

comprising at least two members 

having relevant knowledge, skills, 

qualifications, and experiences. After 

a detailed analysis of the value and 

prospects of the securities, the 

committee must recommend investors 

to participate in the electronic bidding. 

It will also mention the bidding 

quantity and price. 

During its analysis, the committee has 

to take into account all aspects, 

including financial, technical, 

managerial, commercial, economic, 

and ownership issues. Besides, it has 

to use international securities 

valuation techniques to make 

decisions on objective and 

professional judgments. 

The cut-off price of Walton Hi-Tech 

Industries shares had been set at 

Tk315 each through the electronic 

bidding, but the prices of the highest 

and the lowest bidders were Tk765 

and Tk12 respectively. In addition, the 

cut-off price of Mir Akhter Hossain's 

shares were determined at Tk60 each, 

but the highest and the lowest bidders 

were Tk98 and Tk14 respectively. 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/ip

o-bids-come-under-tighter-range-

186790 

 

 

Industry News 

 

Textiles weaving vaccine hopes into 

recovery  

DSE data show 56 textile companies 

are listed on the stock market. At the 

end of FY20, 19 companies incurred 

losses and 28 made profits as their 

sales revenue of the first nine months 

was good. Listed textile companies in 

the country failed to do good business 

in the last fiscal year as apparel 

exports dropped because of the Covid-

19 pandemic, but vaccine hopes have 

now made them optimistic that they 

will recover from losses.   

The second wave of Covid-19 is going 

on in different countries of the world. 

Despite the decline in sales and 

revenues caused by the second wave, 

textile companies are hopeful that they 

https://www.newagebd.net/article/127502/bsec-to-sign-market-dev-deal-with-lse
https://www.newagebd.net/article/127502/bsec-to-sign-market-dev-deal-with-lse
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will recover. As per Dhaka Stock 

Exchange (DSE) data and disclosures 

of the listed firms, they have seen a 

slight recovery while many of them 

hope to earn profits. 

DSE data show 56 textile companies 

are listed on the stock market. At the 

end of FY20, 19 companies incurred 

losses and 28 made profits as their 

sales revenue of the first nine months 

was good. Though FY20 ended more 

than six months ago, nine listed 

companies have not yet published 

their annual data. 

Usually, the listed firms get 120 days 

to publish their audited financial 

statements after the end of the fiscal 

year. If they fail to do so, they need to 

pay a penalty of Tk5,000 per day. In 

the first quarter of FY21, the number 

of loss-making companies decreased 

compared to the whole FY20. At the 

end of the quarter, the number of loss-

making companies stood at 16 while 

26 companies earned profits and 14 

failed to disclose their financial 

statements, causing their shareholders 

to remain in the dark. 

Data from the first quarter of FY20 

showed that 14 listed companies 

incurred losses while 40 earned 

profits. In FY20, Saiham Textile Mills 

Ltd incurred losses but in the first 

quarter of FY21, it made good profits 

as turnover and product sales 

increased. Saiham Textile's Company 

Secretary Md Neyamat Ullah told The 

Business Standard, "As our revenue 

and profit decreased in FY20 but fixed 

costs continued, this led to losses. But 

in the first quarter of FY21, our profits 

increased, and we earned good 

revenues." 

Hopefully, the textile sector will do 

good in the coming days, he said. New 

Line Clothings Limited posted an 

upward growth in FY20 despite the 

pandemic. It also reported consistent 

growth in profits in the first and 

second quarters of the current 

financial year.  In the first half of 

FY21, it made a profit of Tk7.22 crore 

and its earnings per share (EPS) stood 

at Tk0.92. In the same period of the 

previous fiscal year, its profit was 

Tk6.98 crore and EPS was Tk0.89.  

The company was listed on the stock 

market in 2019. It exports products to 

Germany, the UK, and Australia. 

Argon Denims Limited made good 

profits in the last fiscal year and also 

in the first quarter of FY21.  

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/te

xtiles-weaving-vaccine-hopes-

recovery-187333 

Import down by around 10% in Jul-

Dec FY21 

The trend in import continues to 

decline in line with the fall of demand 

as well as production due to the impact 

of Covid-19 pandemic. In the first six 

months (July-December) of the 

current fiscal year, imports declined 

by 9.7% compared to the same period 

a year ago, according to a Bangladesh 

Bank analysis of the data on the 

opening and settlement of letters of 

credit (LCs). The data shows that the 

number of LCs opened is much less 

than those settled. 

In the July-December period of the 

current financial year, LC openings 

decreased by 1.42% to around $397 

million compared to the same period 

of the previous fiscal. On the other 

hand, the settlement of LCs has also 

decreased by $2.57 billion. LC 

settlement is usually considered to be 

the import payment.  

Many businessmen increase import 

considering that the demand will be 

higher, but as the situation has 

changed, the number of LCs opened is 

yet to be settled, he said. Despite the 

declining trend in imports, the cargo 

handling capacity at the country's 

premier port is on the rise, according 

to the recent Monetary Policy Review 

report published by the central bank. 

According to the report, the cargo 

handling in the import sector had been 

severely hit from March to May last 

year due to Covid. However, from 

May, imports started to turn around 

again. In that month, imports were 4 

million metric tons which increased to 

more than 8 million metric tons in 

November. 

The report mentioned that as the 

private sector is turning around, 

imports will increase in the coming 

days and the economy will turn around 

amid the second wave of Covid.  The 

situation is still uncertain in the midst 

of the second wave of Covid, 

Moazzem said, adding that the 

government needs to play a more 

proactive role in increasing the 

domestic demand. 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/trade/im

port-down-around-10-jul-dec-fy21-

186844 

 

Economy News 

 

BB buys record $5.49b to keep taka 

stable 

The central bank purchased greenback 

worth a record $5.49 billion in the first 

half of the current fiscal year to keep 

stable the exchange rate of the local 

currency. The previous highest was 

recorded in 2013-14 when the 

Bangladesh Bank bought $5.15 billion 

from local banks. 

The central bank was forced to smash 

all previous records of dollar purchase 

in just six months in the wake of 

higher flow of remittance and lower 

imports caused by the economic 

slowdown brought on by the 

coronavirus pandemic. 

Although the dollar purchase is 

helping the export sector and swelling 

the foreign exchange reserve, the 

buying spree has flooded the financial 

sector with excess liquidity. But lower 

credit demand from borrowers amid 

the slowdown in business has put an 

adverse impact on the cost of funds for 

banks as liquidity has largely 

remained idle. The excess liquidity in 

the banking industry stood at Tk 

182,990 crore in October, up 202 per 

cent year-on-year, data from the 

central bank showed. 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/textiles-weaving-vaccine-hopes-recovery-187333
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Despite the massive dollar purchase, 

the central bank has failed to devalue 

the taka against the American 

greenback. The central bank has been 

intervening in the foreign exchange 

market since July after the local 

currency had lost some weight against 

the dollar. 

The interbank exchange rate has been 

hovering around Tk 84.80 per US 

dollar since July. The rate was Tk 

84.95 on March 25, a day before the 

country declared a countrywide 

lockdown to contain the virus. Had the 

central bank not intervened in the 

foreign exchange market, the local 

currency would have appreciated. 

Still, the intervention was not 

adequate, given the exchange rate in 

other countries. 

For instance, the Indian rupee was at 

73.12 per dollar on January 11 this 

year, up from 71.37 on January 1 last 

year, according to data from the 

Reserve Bank of India. "The country 

would have managed some benefits at 

this moment if it had depreciated the 

local currency before the pandemic," 

said Mustafizur Rahman, a 

distinguished fellow of the Centre for 

Policy Dialogue. 

Peer countries have devalued 

currencies significantly in the recent 

period, he said. Both the government 

and the central bank should take 

initiatives to devalue the taka in the 

interest of the economy, said MA 

Jabbar, managing director of DBL 

Group, a garment exporter. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business

/news/bb-buys-record-549b-keep-

taka-stable-2029681 

Tk 1,000cr fund to help exporters 

upgrade tech 

Bangladesh Bank yesterday formed a 

Tk 1,000 crore fund to provide cheap 

loans to export-oriented industries to 

upgrade technologies they currently 

use. The eligible industries are of 32 

types, all falling under top-priority and 

special development sectors, 

according to a central bank notice. 

The fund will run under a refinancing 

scheme, meaning banks will first give 

out the loans before being reimbursed 

by the central bank. Interested banks 

and non-bank financial institutions 

(NBFIs) will have to sign a 

participation agreement with the 

central bank. Banks and the NBFIs can 

then avail the fund at one percentage 

point less than the bank rate that 

happens to prevail at that time. The 

interest rate will range between 5 per 

cent and 6 per cent. 

A bank rate is the interest rate at which 

the central bank lends money to banks. 

Managing the bank rate is a method by 

which central banks influence 

economic activity. Lower bank rates 

can help expand the economy by 

lowering the cost of funds for 

borrowers. Currently, the rate is 4 per 

cent. If a bank happened to have 

availed the fund now, it would have 

been charged 3 per cent. 

Banks will be allowed to charge 

borrowers a maximum three 

percentage points higher than the rate 

at which they avail the fund. The 

tenures would range from three years 

to 10 years. The interest rate for a 

borrower will depend on the time 

within which it makes the repayment. 

It is 5 per cent for less than five years, 

5.5 per cent for between five years and 

less than eight years, and 6 per cent for 

eight years to 10 years. A 7:3 debt to 

equity ratio will have to be 

maintained, which means that a 

borrower can avail 70 per cent of the 

upgradation cost from the lender while 

the remaining 30 per cent has to come 

from his/her own pockets. Banks that 

have non-performing loans of more 

than 10 per cent of their outstanding 

loans will not be allowed to avail the 

fund. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business

/news/tk-1000cr-fund-help-exporters-

upgrade-tech-2029661 

 

 

Industry News 

 

Tk 10b refinance scheme set up for 

tech upgrading of export units 

Bangladesh Bank (BB) has formed a 

Tk10 billion refinancing scheme to 

provide low-cost loans to the export-

oriented industries for upgrading 

technologies. The scheme is also 

meant for strengthening the capacity 

and increasing the sustainability and 

competitiveness of the units, 

according to a circular issued by the 

central bank on Sunday. 

Interest rate will be 5.0 per cent on the 

loans having the tenure below five 

years while 5.5 per cent from five 

years to below eight years and 6.0 per 

cent from eight years to 10 years. 

This fund will be in operation under a 

standard structured mechanism where 

the banks and financial institutions 

(FIs) will require maintaining capital 

adequacy, provision maintenance, 

CRR and SLR as determined by the 

central bank. 

Some 32 types of industries and 11 

types of operations including 

readymade garment factories, 

pharmaceuticals, software and IT-

enabled services, jute goods and, 

footwear and leather goods will be 

able to replace their outdated 

technologies to increase productivity. 

The participating FIs will have to sign 

a participation agreement with the 

central bank to avail of the facility. 

It said the tenure of the refinancing 

facility would range from three years 

to 10 years with a grace period to be 

fixed in accordance with bank-client 

relationship, but not more than one 

year. A 70:30 debt to equity ratio will 

have to be maintained to be eligible for 

availing of the loan. 

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/ec

onomy/bangladesh/tk-10b-refinance-

scheme-set-up-for-tech-upgrading-of-

export-units-1610936155 
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Company News 

 

Energypac Power makes trading 

debut Tuesday 

Energypac Power Generation will 

make its shares trading debut on 

Dhaka Stock Exchange and 

Chittagong Stock Exchange under the 

“N” category on Tuesday. The DSE 

trading code for Energypac Power is 

“EPGL” and the company code is 

15,322 while the CSE code is “EPGL” 

and the scrip ID is 20,022, according 

to official disclosures on Monday. 

Energypac Power raised Tk 1.50 

billion by issuing a total of 40.30 

million ordinary shares to expand the 

LPG business, repay bank loans and 

bearing the IPO expenses. The stock 

market regulator -- Bangladesh 

Securities and Exchange Commission 

(BSEC) -- approved the company’s 

IPO proposal on October 21, 2020. 

The IPO subscription for shares of the 

company was held between December 

7 and December 13, last year. 

Earlier, the company completed 

electronic bidding and explored its 

cut-off price of shares - a requirement 

for going public under the book 

building method. The cut-off price of 

Energypac Power shares had been 

fixed at Tk 35 each. Of the total shares, 

20.15 million shares are reserved for 

eligible investors at their own bidding 

price. 

Remaining 20.15 million shares are 

open for general investors, including 

non-resident Bangladeshis, at a 10 per 

cent discount on the cut-off price, 

meaning the general investors will get 

the IPO shares at Tk 31 each. The 

company’s earnings per share (EPS) 

was Tk 3.13, the net asset value per 

share was Tk 45.15 (with revaluation 

reserve), while the value was Tk 30.20 

(without revaluation reserve), 

according to the consolidated financial 

statement for the year ended on June 

30, 2019. 

The company’s pre-IPO paid up 

capital is more than Tk 1.49 billion 

and authorised capital is Tk 5.0 

billion. Apart from LPG business 

expansion and loan repayment, the 

company’s IPO proceeds will be used 

to bear the cost of the public offering 

process. LankaBangla Investments is 

the issue manager of the company’s 

IPO. 

Founded in 1995, Energypac Power 

Generation has been working in the 

sectors of power generation, energy, 

infrastructure, commercial 

automotive, industrial and commercial 

building and assembling and 

manufacturing. 

The company has successfully entered 

the LPG market branding as G-GAS. 

G-Gas LPG is the company’s one of 

the pioneering brands in the energy 

sector, which currently offers 

household, commercial, bulk LPG and 

autogas solutions across the country. 

Following the trusts and growing 

demand of G-Gas, the company has 

taken effective measures with thriving 

steps to expand and develop its LPG 

infrastructure. 

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/sto

ck/bangladesh/energypac-power-

makes-trading-debut-tuesday-

1610945622 

Desh General's IPO subscription to 

begin February 14 

The IPO subscription of Desh General 

Insurance will open on February 14, 

aiming to raise Tk 160 million under 

the fixed price method. The company's 

initial public offering (IPO) 

subscription will be continued until 

February 18, according to its abridged 

prospectus published on Sunday. 

A market lot consists of 500 shares 

and an investor needs Tk 5,000 to 

apply for each lot of the company's 

IPO shares. The stock market 

regulator- Bangladesh Securities and 

Exchange Commission (BSEC)-- 

approved the insurer's initial public 

offerings on December 2, 2020. 

As per the regulatory approval, the 

insurer will issue 16 million ordinary 

shares at an offer price of Tk 10 each 

under the fixed price method. The 

general insurer will invest the IPO 

proceeds in the capital market, fixed 

deposits, treasury bonds and IPO 

related expenses. 

According to the audited financial 

report for the year ending on 31 

December, 2019, the earnings per 

share (EPS) of the company stood at 

Tk 1.36 while its net asset value 

(NAV) per share was Tk 11.62, 

without revaluation. The Prime 

Finance Capital Management is 

working as the issue manager of the 

company's IPO process. The company 

started its operations in March 2000. 

Desh General Insurance underwrites 

risks in the fire, marine, motor, and 

miscellaneous business areas like 

most of the general insurance 

companies in the industry. Currently, 

49 insurance companies, both life and 

non-life insurance- are listed on the 

bourses. eGeneration: IPO 

subscription of eGeneration, which 

started on January 12, will be ended 

today (Monday) at 5:30pm. 

The eGeneration, one of the leading IT 

consulting and software solutions 

companies in Bangladesh, is set to 

raise Tk 150 million under the fixed 

price method. Earlier on October 21, 

the stock market regulator approved 

the company's proposal to raise the 

said amount from the capital market 

through the IPO. 

The company will issue 15 million 

ordinary shares with an offer price of 

Tk 10 each using the fixed price 

method. IPO proceeds will be utilised 

for purchasing commercial space, 

repay bank loans along with 

conducting development work for 

digital healthcare platforms and 

catering IPO expenses. 

According to financial statement for 

the year ended on June 30, 2019, the 

company's net asset value without 

revaluation stood at Tk 20.56 per 

share, while the EPS was Tk 1.82. 

NRB Equity Management is working 

as the issue manager of the company's 

IPO. 

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/bangladesh/energypac-power-makes-trading-debut-tuesday-1610945622
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Price Sensitive News 
 

 

Trading Code: PADMAOIL 

News Title: PADMAOIL: Resumption after record date 

News: Trading of the shares of the Company will resume on 19.01.2021 after record date. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: BEACHHATCH 

News Title: BEACHHATCH: Resumption after record date 

News: Trading of the shares of the Company will resume on 19.01.2021 after record date. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: JAMUNAOIL 

News Title: JAMUNAOIL: Suspension for Record date 

News: Trading of the shares of the Company will remain suspended on record date i.e., 19.01.2021. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: MPETROLEUM 

News Title: MPETROLEUM: Spot News 

News: Trading of the shares of the Company will be allowed only in the Spot Market and Block transactions will also be settled as per 

Spot settlement cycle with cum benefit from 19.01.2021 to 20.01.2021. Trading of the shares of the Company will remain suspended on 

record date i.e., 21.01.2021. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: LANKABAFIN 

News Title: LANKABAFIN: Spot News EGM 

News: Trading of the shares of the Company will be allowed only in the Spot Market and Block transactions will also be settled as per 

Spot settlement cycle from 19.01.2021 to 20.01.2021. Trading of the shares of the Company will remain suspended on record date i.e., 

21.01.2021 for EGM. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: PADMAOIL 

News Title: PADMAOIL: Update of Information 

News: (Continuation news of PADMAOIL): along with the name of the contact person to the Company's share office (Padma Bhaban, 

Strand Road, Sadarghat, Chattogram-4000) on or before January 31, 2021. The brokerage houses are also requested to provide their bank 

account name and number, routing number etc. (end) 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: PADMAOIL 

News Title: PADMAOIL: Update of Information 

News: The Company has requested the concerned Brokerage Houses to provide the statement of their margin loan holders with the 

details (shareholder's name, BO ID Number according to BO serial, client wise shareholding position, gross dividend receivables, 

applicable tax rate and net dividend receivables) who hold the shares of the Company, as on the record date i.e. 18.01.2021, through 

undernoted e-mail in Excel format followed by hard copy (cont.) 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: SUMITPOWER 

News Title: SUMITPOWER: Dividend Disbursement 

News: The Company has informed that it has disbursed the cash dividend for the year ended on June 30, 2020. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: SPCERAMICS 

News Title: SPCERAMICS: Board Meeting schedule under LR 16(1) 

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/desh-generals-ipo-subscription-to-begin-february-14-1610939072
https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/desh-generals-ipo-subscription-to-begin-february-14-1610939072
https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/desh-generals-ipo-subscription-to-begin-february-14-1610939072
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News: As per Regulation 16(1) of the Dhaka Stock Exchange (Listing) Regulations, 2015, the Company has informed that a meeting 

of the Board of Directors will be held on January 28, 2021 at 3:30 PM to consider, among others, un-audited financial statements of the 

Company for the Second Quarter (Q2) period ended on December 31, 2020. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

 

Trading Code: BXSYNTH 

News Title: BXSYNTH: Board Meeting schedule under LR 16(1) 

News: As per Regulation 16(1) of the Dhaka Stock Exchange (Listing) Regulations, 2015, the Company has informed that a meeting 

of the Board of Directors will be held on January 28, 2021 at 4:30 PM to consider, among others, un-audited financial statements of the 

Company for the Second Quarter (Q2) period ended on December 31, 2020. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: BXPHARMA 

News Title: BXPHARMA: Dividend Disbursement 

News: The Company has informed that it has disbursed the cash dividend for the year ended on June 30, 2020 to the respective 

shareholders' Bank Accounts through BEFTN system. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: BXPHARMA 

News Title: BXPHARMA: Board Meeting schedule under LR 16(1) 

News: As per Regulation 16(1) of the Dhaka Stock Exchange (Listing) Regulations, 2015, the Company has informed that a meeting 

of the Board of Directors will be held on January 27, 2021 at 3:30 PM to consider, among others, un-audited financial statements of the 

Company for the Second Quarter (Q2) period ended on December 31, 2020. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 

  

Trading Code: PTL 

News Title: PTL: Board Meeting schedule under LR 16(1) 

News: As per Regulation 16(1) of the Dhaka Stock Exchange (Listing) Regulations, 2015, the Company has informed that a meeting 

of the Board of Directors will be held on January 28, 2021 at 3:00 PM to consider, among others, un-audited financial statements of the 

Company for the Second Quarter (Q2) period ended on December 31, 2020. 

Post Date: 2021-01-18 
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